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to the exclusion of all other loyalties, became too unreal
to deserve the slightest confidence.
The truth surely is that A and B each have a widely
different * spiritual home ', and that this home cannot
be delineated by maps and frontiers. A's interests
coincide with those of thousands of other A's in England
or America or France or Germany or Japan. B is
one of an equally cosmopolitan fellowship. They are
neighbours, it is true, but, if they are neighbours in
London they almost certainly never speak to each
other. Both, to sum up the position, are members
of the same borough, the same county, and the same
State, but they move in an entirely different society.
In the world of economics, as well as in the world
of political and intellectual interests, the idea of the
sovereign State is equally illusory. Commercially
we are linked up with nearly every country on the face
of the globe, and our economic unities are as complex
and as extensive as our intellectual ties. An English
theosophist may be closely associated in faith with an
Indian whom he has never seen, while his neighbours
are all good Baptists ; so, too, an English cotton-spinner
is economically far more intimately bound to an
American planter than to the school teacher who lives
beside him. They both buy their groceries at the same
store, but in so doing they are causing economic
reactions all over the world. The mere purchase of a
pound of sugar and a pound of tea has results which go
radiating eternally outwards like the ripples caused by
throwing a stone into a huge pond. This may seem so
obvious nowadays as hardly to need comment; but it
is well to remember that the conception of the national
State developed with the breakdown of purely local
craft industry. Tudor nationalism came in with Tudor
mercantilism. At present we have only national

